Amir condolences with Indonesian president

The Amir HH Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani on Monday hosted a telephone conversation with President of Indonesian Joko Widodo during the phone call, the Amir offered condolences to the Indonesian president on the death of his father and praying to Allah to have mercy on him and grant him forgiveness and paradise.

Coronavirus survivors share their experience

A Qatari woman, who recovered from the coronavirus (COVID-19) last year, has called on other people to stay in their homes and follow preventive measures after being discharged from the hospital a few days ago, saying that she was among the infected people who returned from London, said some days after returning to Doha she neither became ill nor was taken to the hospital where she tested positive for the virus, less than a week after she arrived with her mother and sister.

On the same day, she said, samples were taken from her family members services provided at the hospital and she was then discharged from the hospital.

In a statement, the MoPH said that anyone who violates this law faces up to three years and a fine up to QR100,000, or one of these two penalties.

Mol urges against public gatherings

The Ministry of the Interior (MoI) has warned against gatherings in public places, especially in parks, squares, restaurants and cafes, and has called on all individuals to follow preventive measures and maintain social distance.

In a news awareness message, the letter said, “Prohibits gatherings on beaches and squares and in front of restaurants and cafes. It also prohibits the holding of congregations in the courtyards of mosques, squares, buildings, or any other square in order to preserve public safety. The ministry warned that anyone who violates this law would face fines up to QR10,000. Those who have recently returned from Qatar to overseas, particularly from the United Kingdom, and some others who have had contact with people infected with the virus, either from family members who live in the same house or from relatives in other homes, have been put into quarantine where they are carrying the necessary medical care, it added.

The MoPH said it is continuing to expand the departments of research and investigation, particularly the necessary examinations for all citizens coming from France, in accordance with all instructions to prevent the infected cases. The ministry called on all members of society to adhere to guidelines on limiting the spread of the virus.
He said, “The decision to transform (HMGH) into a COVID-19 treatment facility is part of the Qatar Authority’s proactive plans to ensure that all measures are in place to control and prevent any potential escalation in the number of patients testing positive for the virus.”

The health ministry’s choice of converting HMGH into a COVID-19 facility because it is located next to a modern hospital environment in which to treat many patients, as well as the many nationalities with COVID-19, is an excellent choice made for the benefit of all concerned. We thank Qatar and its people for their cooperation and understanding at this time,” Dr. Kasbi added.

HMGH’s senior managers and medical staff, including Acting Medical Director for HMGH, Dr. Fahad bin Hamed Bin Ali, and SWEC’s Dr. Ahmad Al Mohamed, Executive Director of Health and Head of Infection Control & Disease Management, Dr. Naseem Anousi, is heading the transition process for the hospital and working in close collaboration with HMC, other hospitals, as well as the Ministry of Public Health.

This aims to ensure that every measure is in place to treat patients with COVID-19, as the whole team has worked closely with HMC to transform HMGH which is the highest standard, with specialisation with our colleagues in Doha,

In light of the opportunity to provide the highest quality of care, particularly to those who are under the care of HMC.

As an emergency service at HMGH have been temporarily suspended until for that reason the hospital’s Emergency Department remains open at all times to treat COVID-19 patients with diabetes;; and whether face masks can protect people against viral respiratory infections. All projects have been funded by QNRF, a member of the Qatar National Research Fund (QNRF), and in coordination with its MC’s facility because

Another Kenyan said he and his friends have been having the money transferred from one’s bank account to their mobile wallets in Kenya as the D-19.

MMar Farah, a Kenyan expatriate, said he has been having the money transferred from one’s bank account to their mobile wallets in Kenya as the D-19, Kenyan expatriates are getting more comfortable now using their mobile wallets in Kenya as the MMar Farah, a Kenyan expatriate, said he has been having the money transferred from one’s bank account to their mobile wallets in Kenya as the.

Dr. Fahad added that he has been using the MPesa, a mobile transfer money, one can transfer from one’s bank account in Kenya to send money to his relatives and family members through MoneyGram.

Since it, one can transfer money to a bank account in Kenya such as Equity, Commercial Bank, among other banks, “QNB has chosen "M-Pesa" senior management’s part in the project, and entity. They are doing it as an efficient and safe way of transferring money as well.

Another Kenyan said he and his friends have not had any contact with the money exchange and deposit the amount.

She pointed out that the symptoms that appeared on her mother were same as body pain, high temperature, acute cough and shortness of breath. But her family was not aware of the COVID-19 virus.

She said her entire family is still suffering due to health problems that she is having.

In addition to the physical pain, she said her mother suffered mental problems because of the fact that she remained a whole month isolated in an isolation ward of an isolation and treatment Centre.

She added that the symptoms of the COVID-19 virus are almost the same as the symptoms of the seasonal flu. She advised everyone that had symptoms of the COVID-19 virus to immediately contact the nearest health facility and follow the preventive measures.

"One can start a working day whereby the money is transferred from one’s bank account in Dubai to one’s Kenya’s bank account. This is ideal for those who have families,” Farah said.

David Kombos, another Kenyan, said the process of sending money home is easy and the temporary closure of the fences to face-money exchange and transfer services at all branches of the service.

What you need to do is go to Dubai’s offshore money exchange and deposit the amount in your mobile wallet, he added. The Duhan Mobile Money, one can also exchange money through Al Dar Exchange, Al Zamakh Exchange, Gulf Exchange, and others, from the comfort of one’s home. One can also to do it in person by going to various banks, as Emirates NBD, and deposit the amount in your mobile wallet, he added. The Duhan Mobile Money Exchange.

The director also emphasized on having a drug to abate and treat COVID-19.

Researchers from the Ministry of Health, will also discuss the Qatari scientific community and key stakeholders. Check here to register for the webinar.
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The volunteers participated with teams of inspectors in the process of monitoring and inspecting the food outlets where a large number of food samples were collected. Abdallah Salem Al Yafei, a director of Rayyan Municipality, said he participated in the campaign for the opportunity they offered to monitor and inspect food outlets and the food establishments.

The volunteers also visited several supermarkets and food outlets to get acquainted with the stages of inspection of food establishments and methods of cleaning, dusting, spraying and sterilization.

He praised those responsible for the campaign for their active participation in the inspection of food outlets and their efforts to educate food establishments and encourage them to come up with ideas on their own.

The volunteers also visited several supermarkets and food outlets to get acquainted with the stages of inspection of food establishments and methods of cleaning, dusting, spraying and sterilization.

Dr. Jamal Al-Mawla, a member of the campaign's inspection team, hailed the campaign for its success and the ability of inspectors to detect violations. He noted that the campaign was successful in detecting violations in food outlets and establishing a level of compliance among food outlets.

Dr. Al-Mawla also praised the campaign for its success in deterring violations in food outlets and establishing a level of compliance among food outlets.

The volunteers also visited several supermarkets and food outlets to get acquainted with the stages of inspection of food establishments and methods of cleaning, dusting, spraying and sterilization.

In addition to monitoring the remote work mechanism for food outlets, the campaign company immediately cancelled all complaints and reactivated the applications for the food outlets with the location feature.
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Iran coronavirus cases top 40,000

Iran orders stop to printed newspapers amid coronavirus crisis

TOPSHOT Printed newspapers and magazines are to vanish from newsstands from Monday amid the country's strict lockdown, according to the government.

"In order to effectively implement the plan to reduce social contact in response to the novel coronavirus, all printed newspapers and similar magazines will be dropped to the press," said a spokesman for the Ministry of Interior on Sunday.

Among newspaper offices are publicity offices in the country, including sports newspapers, which are very popular among young people.

According to the Ministry of Health, more than 40,000 infections and over 2,500 deaths have been registered in Iran since February (AFP)

A photo shows Iranian workers setting up a makeshift hospital inside the Iran Mall amid the coronavirus outbreak. The number of people hospitalised in Iran has now topped 40,000, according to officials in the Islamic republic. (AFP)

Nigerians brace for lockdown as Africa tries to halt virus

Lagos State Governor Babajide Sanwo-Olu announces a 21-day lockdown across the state from Tuesday to contain the country's biggest coronavirus outbreak, at Ojodu-Berger bus terminal in Lagos.

News in brief

KURDISTAN, IRAQ/AFGHANISTAN The Taliban have killed about 12 Afghan police officers and促销 few soldiers, officials said Monday, in two attacks that came as the US is reported to be preparing for peace talks. In one of the incidents late Sunday, the insurgents killed at least 12 soldiers and 23 police and govern-ment militiamen at several outposts near a police headquarters, Info Media Group, a private news agency in Afghanistan, reported. Four other attacks targeting police were reported Monday, in two attacks that come as the authorities look to track down possible carriers of the disease after reporting 111 cases.

KURDISTAN, IRAQ: The Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) claimed responsibility for an attack on a prison in northeast Iraq on Monday, the semi-official Kurdish news agency said.

A Taliban heatwave brought security personnel to their knees in the building at an Islamic State prison in Iraq in 2018, tar-ning followers. This is not the government has repeatedly justified optimism.\n
The Taliban have killed about 12 Afghan police officers and促销 few soldiers, officials said Monday, in two attacks that came as the US is reported to be preparing for peace talks. In one of the incidents late Sunday, the insurgents killed at least 12 soldiers and 23 police and govern-ment militiamen at several outposts near a police headquarters, Info Media Group, a private news agency in Afghanistan, reported. Four other attacks targeting police were reported Monday, in two attacks that come as the authorities look to track down possible carriers of the disease after reporting 111 cases.
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India reals from migrant workers’ COVID-19 exodus

India has no plans to extend lockdown as COVID-19 cases top 1,000

The central state of Madhya Pradesh, home to Mumbai and one of the biggest migrant bastions, has announced it would provide shelter to 520,000 people, the chief minister said today.

Madhya Pradesh, which has a large population of migrants, has announced it will provide shelter to 520,000 people, the chief minister, Shivraj Singh Chouhan, said.

Chouhan’s announcement comes after a meeting with Union Home Minister Amit Shah to discuss the situation of migrant workers in the state.

The decision was taken after a meeting with migrant leaders at the state’s Bhartiya Janata Party headquarters.
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Chouhan’s announcement comes after a meeting with Union Home Minister Amit Shah to discuss the situation of migrant workers in the state.
The Other Coronavirus Symptoms:
Couch Time and Weight Gain

During this time of uncertainty, follow the advice of nutritionists, get up and walk, and drink more water.

That’s not about anyone dealing with stay-at-home mandates is finding their inner Homer Simpson. Plenty of people are using this time wisely by cutting out snacks and vegetables be considered diet food if you get back to sensible eating. In the meantime, fluctuations are an emotional eating habits due to stress. If you’re one of them, cut yourself some buffer. Here’s to emotional eating habits due to stress.

The views expressed on the opinion and analysis pages are the authors’ own.
Spain records another 812 virus deaths in 24 hours, slight drop

Italy sees signs of slowing contagion despite heavy coronavirus death toll

THE number of people critically sick with the illness in northern Rome landmark region hit 1,553 on Wednesday. This was 134 fewer than on Tuesday and 145 fewer than on Monday, according to data that showed Italy was on course to swing. “A drop in the number of people in patients is still going strongly,” said one small town and a few villages.

Italy reported fresh evidence on Monday that weeks of life with a small but lockdown could slow the spread of the coronavirus, although the country’s death toll continued to climb.

ONE person recovered in the last 24 hours

ITALY reported new evidence on Monday that weeks of life with a small but lockdown could slow the spread of the coronavirus, although the country’s death toll continued to climb.

Deputy Health Minister Pierpaolo Sileri said the latest data showed that Italy was on course to swing. “A drop in the number of people in patients is still going strongly,” said one small town and a few villages.

New York welcomes hospital ship as coronavirus accelerates

A HOSPITAL ship arrived in New York City on Monday to help America’s coronavirus epide- cide prepares for the peak of the pandemic, with emergency re- strictions extended amid grim warnings about the death toll. The 680-bed USNS Comfort, which has space for 1,000 COVID-19 patients, docked at 10:15 pm on Monday, four hours after it spent under a national lock- down.

Prince Charles out of virus isolation: Royal officials:Royal officials:Royal officials:

WASHINGTON, US President Donald Trump said on Monday that the new coronavirus pandemic was breaking out in the world.

Trump said on Monday that the new coronavirus pandemic was breaking out in the world.

Prince Charles out of virus isolation: Royal officials:

Israel sets new record with 16,000 patients treated in a day

President Donald Trump said on Sunday that the new coronavirus pandemic was breaking out in the world.

Trump said on Sunday that the new coronavirus pandemic was breaking out in the world.

Germany bets on S Korean model in virus fightback

UN demands 2.5-trillion-dollar aid package for poorer countries

INDIA’S health ministry announced on Wednesday that it was taking steps to contain the spread of COVID-19. The ministry said it was taking steps to contain the spread of COVID-19. The ministry said it was taking steps to contain the spread of COVID-19.

Drunk and disoriented, Trump seemed to slip up on the coronavirus pandemic.

While government officials and experts are coming in favour of cell phone tracking as a new anti- viral idea in primary-controlled countries, the technology is still a concern for the UN and the WHO. The UN agency has not yet released any plans on how to use the technology.
QIB launches mPay digital wallet on its Mobile App

Revolutionising how local transactions are made in Qatar

Qatar Islamic Bank (QIB) is one of the first banks in the country to launch an mPay digital wallet initiative on its Mobile App. The new payment method supports the efforts led by Qatar Central Bank (QCB) to achieve a safe, secure and cashless economy, ahead of the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022.

Available to all QIB customers, QIB’s mPay digital wallet provides a channel and cashless payment gateway within Qatar. QIB customers can activate their mPay digital wallet through its award-winning mobile app, QIB Mobile, which will be linked to their mobile number. Once activated, customers can easily load money on their mPay wallet using their QIB accounts.

“Loading mPay digital wallet, customers can make instant transfers to other wallets within Qatar, or the wallets of customers at other banks that are registered on PayQ. By simply entering the beneficiary mobile number or their QIB account details, customers can receive funds on their mPay wallet from any other mPay wallet. Customers can move their cash from their mPay wallet back to their QIB accounts at any time, easily through QIB’s mobile app,” commented the Launch, QIB Personal Banking Group General Manager D. O Ansari. “At QIB, we are dedicated to making our banking solutions available at our customer’s finger tips, by delivering all of our products and services, mPay digital wallet is an innovative digital solution that enhances our customers’ mobile banking experience and revolutionises daily transactions. Our customers will be able to send and receive money, as easily as sending an SMS.”

“We are, “he said. “We are committed to supporting Qatar Central Bank in its vision to create a safe, secure and cashless economy ahead of the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022.”

The mPay digital wallet payment provision provides customers with a range of benefits and features such as the ability to make payments in various channels, cashless and card-free transactions, reduced fees, receiving transaction details, statement inquiries, and SMS notifications for any transaction made.

In recognition of the bank’s digital transformation results, QIB was recently named “Best Digital Bank in the Arab Region” by the Arab News and “Qatar’s Most Innovative Digital Bank” as well as “Qatar’s Best Consumer Digital Bank” by Global Finance. QIB was also awarded “Digital Bank of the Year” and “Best Mobile Banking Application 2020”, in the Asset Digital Awards. To download the App, customers can visit the App Store or Google Play Store and search for the key “QIB Mobile App”. QIB customers can easily sign up with their debit card number and PIN.

The QIB Mobile App has undergone an immense transformation over the years, to keep up with the hyper-connected, online world. Customers regularly make payments for over 50 companies with just a tap over to bank on the go, 24/7 as they were developed to meet the customers’ daily banking requirements.

In recognition of the bank’s digital transformation results, QIB was recently named “Best Digital Bank in the Arab Region” by the Arab News and “Qatar’s Most Innovative Digital Bank” as well as “Qatar’s Best Consumer Digital Bank” by Global Finance. QIB was also awarded “Digital Bank of the Year” and “Best Mobile Banking Application 2020”, in the Asset Digital Awards. To download the App, customers can visit the App Store or Google Play Store and search for the key “QIB Mobile App”. QIB customers can easily sign up with their debit card number and PIN.

Europezone ministers to talk on April 7 about virus response

FINANCE ministers of the euro-19 countries are to hold a videoconference on April 7 to try to forge an economic response to the coronavirus crisis, its chairman said Monday.

“The Eurogroup will meet April 7 to set the European response to the coronavirus crisis, its chairman said Monday.

The headquarters of Kamra has increased in usage of online services by 93 percent from the service as an easy and safe way to submit complaints and complete transactions at any time and from any place in a way that guarantees adherence to the instructions to stay at home without the need to visit service centers.

The chairman invited its subscribers to submit and complete the transactions and requests electronically without the need to visit the service centers and called on them to register online through the company website and the smartphone application, to discover all available services and benefit from them.

The World Bank’s European and Central Asia Region has received in the level and quality of services provided to the public. Kamra has succeeded in completing the linking and integration of its systems with a number of different countries in the market in accordance with Qatar National Vision 2030 and the national development strategy to ensure the ease of receiving information efficiently and efficiently, which was reflected in the level and quality of services provided to the public.

Many countries will need debt relief. This is only the very first steps to assess any new resources on fighting the pandemic and its economic and social consequences,” he said, according to a report from his office.

“Many governments have ordered businesses to shutter and billions of people have taken an effort to fight coronavirus,” Malaysia’s Prime Minister said. The World Bank’s International Monetary Fund (IMF) have started the process to provide debt relief to developing countries.

In addition to activating emergency programmes that offer grants and loans, the larger multilateral institutions, known as official bilateral creditors, to provide immediate debt relief to the world’s poorest states.

Prime Minister, to take the hardest hit, especially those that are already in the midst of a crisis, the World Bank’s President David Malpass, told the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank’s Finance Committee, the steering committee of the IMF.
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“Many governments have ordered businesses to shutter and billions of people have taken an effort to fight coronavirus,” Malaysia’s Prime Minister said. The World Bank’s International Monetary Fund (IMF) have started the process to provide debt relief to developing countries.
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**France urges companies to not pay dividends**

France stepped up Monday its call for firms using state aid to keep employees on the payroll to continue to pay dividends, a move that would provide financial relief to shareholders but could harm the company's cash flow.

The government said on Monday that firms should not pay dividends and should consider other forms of compensation, such as vouchers or share buybacks, that would not impair the companies' financial health.

“Firms must take all possible measures to contribute to the collective effort to contain the spread of the virus,” Finance Minister Christine Lambrecht said in a statement.

“Such a measure is to be submitted to the board of directors for a decision,” she added.

The government’s move comes as France and other countries have taken steps to stem the spread of the coronavirus, which has brought the global economy to a virtual standstill.

The government has estimated that the French economy could contract by 8 percent in the first half of the year, with the second quarter expected to be even more severe.

The government has also imposed strict lockdown measures to contain the virus, including closure of shops and restaurants, travel restrictions and mandatory mask-wearing in public.

Firms are being asked to contribute to the national effort and to consider the interests of the state, to show their gratitude for the support provided to the economy, Lambrecht said.

“Such a measure is not compatible with support from the state,” she said.

On Tuesday, the state, to show the great commitment of the government and the responsibility of the firms, will set up a website to track the implementation of the measure.

The move comes as the government has asked firms to keep employees on the payroll to avoid job losses and to ensure a rapid recovery once the crisis is over.

The French economy is set to contract by 8 percent this year, and the government has estimated that the unemployment rate could reach 13 percent by the end of the year.

Firms have been asked to keep employees on the payroll until the end of May, and the government has promised to cover part of their wages through a scheme called the “solidarity” program.

**S Korea launches voucher scheme to compensate millions of people**

South Korea will give gift vouchers to around 45 million households to help alleviate the economic impact of the coronavirus crisis, the government said on Monday.

The measure is part of a broader package of economic stimulus measures announced a day earlier to prop up businesses and encourage consumer spending.

Prime Minister Lee Nak-yon said the government would provide vouchers worth 7.1 trillion won ($6.3 billion) in total, with 5 trillion won ($4.4 billion) going to households and the rest to businesses.

The value of the vouchers can be used to pay for goods and services at a fixed value, which is expected to help boost consumer spending and support the economy.

The government has already asked firms to place 2.2 million workers on furlough, which allows them to continue receiving part of their salaries while the firm is not paying rent and other costs.

**Outrage in Germany as Adidas, H&M stop rent payments**

German sportswear maker Adidas and clothing giant H&M have put a freeze on rent payments for their stores across Germany, a move that has sparked outrage among small businesses.

Adidas and H&M are among the biggest brands in Europe and have more than 2,000 stores in the country.

The companies said they were doing so due to the economic downturn caused by the coronavirus pandemic, which has hit the retail sector hard.

But Justice Minister Winfried Hermann told the Bild daily, urging retailers to reach out to landlords to negotiate a way forward.

“The time has come that the fundamental interests of society come to the fore,” he said.

The move comes as the government has been under pressure to provide more support for businesses, which have been hit hard by the coronavirus crisis.

In a statement, the government said it would provide a further 60 billion euros ($65 billion) in aid to the sector, bringing the total to 130 billion euros ($141 billion).

But small businesses, which make up around half of the country’s GDP, have said they are being left behind by the measures.

**Instacart, Amazon workers plan job actions over safety**

Instacart and Amazon workers plan job actions this week, according to a report by The New York Times.

Instacart’s delivery workers are set to begin a work stoppage on Monday to press for safety demands, as a walkout was planned by employees at the online retailer Amazon as well.

The labor action points to growing concerns among workers about food delivery and retail jobs as the pandemic continues to spread, with many people staying at home in the hopes of slowing the virus’s spread.

Instacart, a grocery delivery service owned by Walmart, has faced criticism from workers who say the company has not done enough to protect them from the virus.

The company said it would provide workers with $500 in “sick pay” to help with medical costs and that it would increase pay.

Amazon, which has faced similar criticism, has said it would increase pay and provide additional safety measures.

France urges companies to not pay dividends

The government said on Monday that firms should not pay dividends and should consider other forms of compensation, such as vouchers or share buybacks, that would not impair the companies’ financial health.

**Oil prices hit 18-year low on shaken demand, stocks rise**

Oil prices fell Monday on growing concerns about the impact of the coronavirus on the global economy.

Brent crude ended the session at $21.65 a barrel, while US West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude closed at $16.87.

Prices have dropped sharply in recent weeks as demand for oil has fallen due to the pandemic.

There are signals that oil prices may continue to fall as storage tanks around the world approach their limits, with Brent crude impacting $23 a barrel.

The global oil market, but the news failed to help WTI-minded Saudi Arabia, meanwhile, it announced that it would remove more exports as 580,000 barrels per day a record in minute 7 million barrels per day in place.

However, US President Donald Trump called him on his Russian counterpart Vladimir Putin, who discussed price cuts with the Russia oil producers.

Trump called him on his Russian counterpart Vladimir Putin, who discussed price cuts with the Russia oil producers.

The Trump administration has been seeking to keep oil prices high to support US energy companies, but the coronavirus has dented demand globally.

The US administration has been seeking to keep oil prices high to support US energy companies, but the coronavirus has dented demand globally.

**Crude struck the lowest levels since 2002, with Brent tumbling to $21.65 at one point**

US oil prices plumbed Monday to an 18-year low as the number of novel coronavirus cases worldwide surged worldwide to 700,000, enforcing worries about the impact of the pandemic.

US and European stock markets moved higher despite the prospects of more trade in the world remaining to calm market fears.
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**Germany boosts stimulus package as economy suffers**

Germany has boosted its stimulus package as the economy suffers from the coronavirus pandemic, according to a report by The New York Times.

The government has announced a further 60 billion euros ($65 billion) in aid to the retail sector, bringing the total to 130 billion euros ($141 billion).

But small businesses, which make up around half of the country’s GDP, have said they are being left behind by the measures.
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GDP might fall 4.5 percent in 2020, but add just 1 percent next year, the experts suggested

The dollar changed hands at 107.69 yen in Tokyo, which will have a massive impact on the Japanese economy. It’s not much good if one country, hopefully, Germany, stays away from the crisis relatively well, but around us the crisis is not over yet, and we won’t be able to ramp up productions, Trumpp said.

The S&P 500 index rose 10.5 percent to 3,098.15 points, the Dow Jones Industrial Average 10.5 percent to 26,047.91, and the Nasdaq Composite Index 12.6 percent to 8,949.76.

Tokyo's Nikkei closes lower on virus, profit-taking

Tokyo's Nikkei 225 index, Japan's benchmark shares index, closed lower on Wednesday on concern about the coronavirus epidemic. The Nikkei 225 index, which jumped nearly 4 percent on Friday, fell 1.7 percent, or 315.46 points, to close at 18,084.67.
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The Tokyo 2020 Olympics will be held from August 24 to September 5, Tokyo 2020 organising committee president, Hidemasa Nakamura, said on Monday, after the coronavirus forced the historic decision to postpone the Games until 2021.

The announcement comes two months after the Games were postponed until next year due to the coronavirus pandemic. The Olympics will be held from July 23 to August 8, 2021, the government of Japan said on Monday it welcomed the new dates for the rescheduled Olympics.

The Tokyo 2020 Olympics were scheduled to begin on July 24 this year and run for 16 days, with the Paralympics to follow on September 2.

The Tokyo Organising Committee of the Olympic and Paralympic Games (Tokyo 2020) has said it welcomed the new dates for the rescheduled Olympics.

The Organisers were forced to delay the Games after the coronavirus pandemic forced the first peacetime postponement of the Games.

The IOC and Japan had worked with more than 1,000 stakeholders to develop the new dates, which were announced on March 24.

The Tokyo 2020 Olympics will now be held from July 23 next year and run for 16 days, with the Paralympics to follow on September 5, Tokyo 2020 president Seiko Hashimoto said on Monday after signing its revised plan.

The new dates were also announced to the International Olympic Committee (IOC) Executive Board in Lausanne.

The announcement comes two months after the Games were postponed until next year due to the coronavirus pandemic. The Olympics and Paralympics will now be held from July 23 to August 8, 2021, the government of Japan said on Monday it welcomed the new dates for the rescheduled Olympics.
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Qatar’s Almehjebbeh says it is getting the deserved recognition as people stay home

Sports

E-sports keeps the spotlight on for virus enthusiasts

**Formula One team helps develop breathing aid for virus patients**

**SAUDI BOXING LICENCE SUSPENDED**

**French football stars at financial black hole with broadcasters set to hold back payments**

**Ronaldo praises medical fighting virus after accepting pay cut**

**Serial killer Rizwan Rabbani was sentenced to death for murder and rape crimes**

**Ghanian, Sam Kedhari, Mr. Ramien and Dustin and Oussama, Simen Danie, Daniel Rugezi, Blaise Musili and Paulo Divo have tested positive for the virus.**

**FIFA e-sport athlete awarded $99.9 million dollars in damages in the fifth-richest league in the world for contract dispute.**

**Hippodrome Virtual meeting to be re-negotiated should the season be postponed.**

**But Billy Joe Saunders’ licence was deleted by the British Boxing Board of Control.**

**Saunders issued an apology for his ‘silly mistake’.**

**The boxer said he had re-registered his licence with the governing body.**

**The suspension was imposed due to the outburst, the boxers were said to be well-placed to help because they have been kept in regular training in rapid times, making them fit and anxious.**

**The suspension of one of the players is due to save money, a move that they may lose their pay per capita of salaries with the state, the club’s financial situation, the suspension is costly to the federation.**

**Football Federation president Noel Le Graet called on all parties “to respect their commitments, football first of all but the broadcast in France”, an interview with L’Équipe, radio.**

**But with broadcast also impacted by the crisis, further payments due to clubs in June could also be in doubt.**

**The suspension was imposed due to the broadcast in France being agreed upon by the players and the French league, the player said “I hope the decision of Cana Prime is irreversible.”**

**Ronaldo was the first Bi- annexes who left Turin after the league was suspended, he was followed by Gonnelli.**

**He added, “I think it’s important that all people stick together as one hand and listen to the government advice and recommendations to stay at home to help curb the spread of the virus.”**

**Describing his daily routine at home, he told Le Parisien: “I have daily football training sessions with the footballer,” also “I also opt for a daily run in the neighborhood or close to my stadium to maintain my fitness level which I play football.”**

**Advising residents on how to limit the spread, he said, “Watch home training programmes and advice from this family. This not only helps maintain their fitness level and improves their skills but gives them the workout more fun and enjoyable.”**

**Looking into the future, he added, he hoped that the virus could be controlled, that every- body would return to normal, and that the world would learn how to face the future occur- rence of this pandemic.”**
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**Qatar’s Almehjebbeh said “We believe that e-sports have a very positive effect on mental and physical health.”**
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COVID-19 may prove virtual sports game changer

Bryant's towel fetches $33,000 at auction

The grid is ready for the Baharan F1 race.

Root trying to make most of enforced break

TWC 20 win was nothing, says Sharma as he polices virus curfew

Ex-Jaguars lineman Boselli in hospital with COVID-19

Cricketers urge fans to follow COVID-19 protocol

Root trying to make most of enforced break

Sharma has been leading a team trying to keep people off the streets during a 24-hour lockdown ordered by the government to halt the spread of the virus. In India, the number of infected people has quadrupled in the last month, and the government has announced a strict lockdown to curb the spread of the virus.
Qatar Airways Cargo, one of the world’s leading air cargo carriers, has launched a series of health kits that were delivered to workers of the Ministry of Public Health and other workers of QC, to help prevent the spread of COVID-19. The kits contain leaflets that explain how to deal with the coronavirus area.

Ministry of Public Health, operation with the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs (MOLSA) and the Ministry of Municipality and Environment (MME) distributed 10,000 health kits to workers of all sectors in Qatar.

The kits were distributed in the presence of a number of officials from MOLSA, Qatar Foundation (QF) and QC, as a part of the charity’s awareness efforts to limit the spread of COVID-19.

Volunteers praise Qatar Charity efforts to curb COVID-19 spread

Qatar Charity (QC), in cooperation with the Ministry of Administrative Development, Labour and Social Affairs (MOLSA), and the Ministry of Municipality and Environment (MME), distributed 900 health kits to workers in Lusail area.

QF don’s book puts spotlight on classical Muslim scholar Juwayni’s thoughts

GU-Q Prof Sehaila Siddiqi navigates several of Juwaini’s texts to locate the key theological, legal and practical questions that dominated his thought.